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New update of Bloomberg Law MARC records                                            
  
May 6, 2020 

Dear Valued Subscribers, 
  
We hope you are doing well during these difficult times. 
 
We have just posted an update of MARC records for Bloomberg Law. The records are available 
for free on the Bloomberg Law MARC Records page, located at https://marc.bloombergbna.com/ 
 
This update contains new and revised cataloging records for Bloomberg Law Books, Bloomberg 
Law News Products, and Tax Management Portfolios. In addition, there is a list of superseded or 
discontinued titles at the end of this memo. You may wish to delete these records from your 
catalog.  
 
Comprehensive new and revised update files are available at the top of the Bloomberg Law 
MARC records page. If you need more information, please don’t hesitate to contact me.  
  
NEW MARC RECORDS: 
 
Bloomberg Law News Products 
 
Business & Practice: this product launched on January 6, 2020. The record for the new title is 
available at OCLC *1143433371 
 
Human Resources: this product launched in 2018. The record for the new title is available at 
OCLC *1096436510 
 
In-House Counsel: this product launched on March 9, 2020. The record for the new title is 
available at OCLC *1143850666 
 
  
Bloomberg Law Books 
 
-Age discrimination in employment law (3rd Ed.), OCLC *1143694702 
-Arbitration 2018: boundaries and bridges, OCLC *1131819208 
-Consumer finance law and compliance, OCLC *1131819034 
-Corporate settlement tools: DPAs, NPAs, and cooperation agreements, OCLC *986523888 
-Court of Federal Claims: jurisdiction, practice, and procedure, OCLC *971200116 
-Covenants not to compete: a state-by-state survey (12th Ed.), OCLC *1143741311 
-Defense of class action litigation in federal court, OCLC *1085901756 
-Demonstrative aids at trial, OCLC *986788747 
-Drafting patent license agreements (9th Ed.), OCLC *1123182835 
-E-health, privacy, and security law (3rd Ed.), OCLC *1143763316 
-Employee benefits law (4th Ed.), OCLC *1143764805 
-Employee duty of loyalty: a state-by-state survey (7th Ed.), OCLC *1143764976 
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-Employment at will: a state-by-state survey (2nd Ed.), OCLC *1144180910 
-ERISA litigation (6th Ed.), OCLC *1144181127 
-Evidence in patent cases, OCLC *1057895468 
-The Family and Medical Leave Act (2nd Ed.), OCLC *1144181278 
-Federal appellate practice (3rd Ed.), OCLC *1061867577 
-Federal health care discrimination law, OCLC *1031424995 
-Global patent litigation: how and where to win (3rd Ed.), OCLC *1045666998 
-Health care fraud and abuse: practical perspectives (4th Ed.), OCLC *1150317203 
-How to cost labor and employment contracts (3rd Ed.), OCLC *1139345105 
-Intellectual property law in cyberspace (3rd Ed.), OCLC *1121081142 
-Intellectual property, software, and information licensing: law and practice (2nd Ed.), OCLC 
*1103608178 
-Labor union law and regulation (2nd Ed.), OCLC *990141353 
-Legal malpractice litigation, OCLC *1043974587 
-Legal protection of digital information (2nd Ed.), OCLC *1015250654 
-Litigating the business divorce, OCLC *1139346228 
-Mergers and acquisitions of privately held companies: analysis, forms, and agreements, OCLC 
*1131819818 
-Occupational safety and health law (4th Ed.), OCLC *1103713505 
-Patent law and practice (9th Ed.), OCLC *1139708761 
-Patent prosecution: law, practice, and procedure (11th Ed.), OCLC *1089258256 
-Patents and standards: practice, policy, and enforcement, OCLC *1022075162 
-Patents and the Federal Circuit (14th Ed.), OCLC *1100427842 
-Prior art after the AIA: a practical guide, OCLC *1131819698 
-Privacy in employment law (5th Ed.), OCLC *1150889631 
-Products comparison manual for trademark users (4th Ed.), OCLC *1151355709 
-The Railway Labor Act (4th Ed.), OCLC *964701375 
-Section 409A handbook (2nd Ed.), OCLC *1151355947 
-Supreme Court practice: for practice in the Supreme Court of the United States (11th Ed.), 
OCLC *1081372074 
-Taxation of the entertainment industry (2018 Edition), OCLC *1139709752 
-Tortious interference in the employment context: a state-by-state survey (6th Ed.), OCLC 
*1100451445 
-Trade secrets: a state-by-state survey (7th Ed.), OCLC *1100427426 
-Trademark infringement remedies (3rd Ed.), OCLC *1151408427 
-Trial techniques for the labor and employment law practitioner, OCLC *1084618103 
-U.S., EU, and UN sanctions: navigating the divide for international business, OCLC 
*1100446894 
-Vaccine, vaccination, and immunization law (1st Ed.), OCLC *1085495201 
   
  
REVISED MARC RECORDS:  
 
Bloomberg Law Books 
 
-Bloomberg Law: bankruptcy treatise, OCLC *893980164 (revised URL) 
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Tax Management Portfolios (Revised Editions): 539-4th, 556-3rd, 584-2nd, 623-4th, 718-3rd, 
743-2nd, 6040 (revision of 902-2nd), 6880 (revision of 940-2nd), 6928 (revision of 892), 7330-
2nd.  
  
RECORDS TO DELETE 
  
The following titles have ceased and are no longer available on Bloomberg Law. You may wish 
to remove the following records from your local catalog: 
 
Bloomberg Law News Products 
 
Environmental Due Diligence: this product was discontinued March 31, 2020. You may wish 
to remove OCLC *1065532553 from your local catalog. 
 
Bloomberg Law Books: 
 
-Age discrimination in employment law (2nd Ed.), OCLC *933853655 
-Computer and intellectual property crime: federal and state law, OCLC *815964428 
-Covenants not to compete: a state-by-state survey (11th Ed.), OCLC *1009832754 
-Drafting patent license agreements (8th Ed.), OCLC *933742289 
-E-health, privacy, and security law (2nd Ed.), OCLC *813311183 
-Electronic discovery practice under the federal rules, OCLC *904336230 
-Employee benefits law (3rd Ed.), OCLC *840435546 
-Employee duty of loyalty: a state-by-state survey (6th Ed.), OCLC *964632392 
-Employment at will: a state-by-state survey, OCLC *824376681 
-ERISA litigation (5th Ed.), OCLC *904286125 
-Federal appellate practice (2nd Ed.), OCLC *870167441 
-Fiber optic telecommunications networks construction contracts, OCLC *860899779 
-Fiber optic telecommunications networks fiber use agreements, OCLC *836040369 
-Fiber optic telecommunications networks lit fiber services agreements, OCLC *842246528 
-Global employee privacy and data security law (2nd Ed.), OCLC *813311119 
-Global patent litigation: how and where to win (2nd Ed.), OCLC *964628482 
-Health care fraud and abuse: practical perspectives (3rd Ed.), OCLC *868225895 
-How to cost your labor contract (2nd Ed.), OCLC *812876411 
-How to prepare and present a labor arbitration case (2nd Ed.), OCLC *813166808 
-Intellectual property law in cyberspace (2nd Ed.), OCLC *812878266 
-Intellectual property, software, and information licensing law and practice, OCLC *813317952 
-Labor arbitration: a practical guide for advocates, OCLC *824419983 
-Labor union law and regulation, OCLC *824429116 
-Negotiating a labor contract a management handbook (4th Ed.), OCLC *813165340 
-Occupational safety and health law (3rd Ed.), OCLC *868309098 
-Patent prosecution: law, practice, and procedure (10th Ed.), OCLC *1004240563 
-Patents and the Federal Circuit (12th Ed.), OCLC *933759785 
-Post-grant patent practice (2nd Ed.), OCLC *904349117 
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-Preserving electronically stored information: a practical approach, OCLC *904351322 
-Privacy in employment law (4th Ed.), OCLC *893574456 
-Privilege issues in the age of electronic discovery, OCLC *904400262 
-Products comparison manual for trademark users (3rd Ed.), OCLC *904553883 
-Schwartz's patent law and practice (8th Ed.), OCLC *945080862 
-Section 409A handbook, OCLC *813173300 
-Spill reporting procedures guide, OCLC *61311096 
-Supreme Court practice: for practice in the Supreme Court of the United States (10th Ed.), 
OCLC *896721717 
-The Family and Medical Leave Act, OCLC *824379316 
-The PTAB handbook (2nd Ed.), OCLC *965154274 
-The Railway Labor Act (3rd Ed.), OCLC *824458307 
-Tortious interference in the employment context: a state-by-state survey (4th Ed.), OCLC 
*899540033 
-Trade secrets: a state-by-state survey (5th Ed.), OCLC *915171273 
-Trademark infringement remedies (2nd Ed.), OCLC *836792680 
-Trademark litigation practice, OCLC *813326368 
-U.S. international tax guide, OCLC *913972843 
-Winning arbitration advocacy, OCLC *813312483 
 
 
  
************************* 
  
If you have any questions, please email me at mnewton@bloomberglaw.com, or call me at 703-
341-3308.  
  
Thank you,  
  
Matthew 
  
Matthew Newton 
Cataloger 
  
Bloomberg Industry Group 
  
Direct 703.341.3308 
mnewton@bloomberglaw.com 
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